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A Semiotic Understanding of Nostalgia in
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Music provides a background to the acdvities of daily life in much of the
world. When moving from their homeland , emigrants may search for a familiar
background. Loneliness, homesickness, and cultural and language differences are
constant reminders to immigrants of what they are missing from their country
of origin. The home is often a controllable setü ng for immigrants to recreate a
familiar background , and music from the homeland is often a large component
in its construction. Their choice of music can be extremely revelatory. This paper
is based on the findings of a case study I undertook in 2003 among Yugoslavian
women , ages 25 to 30, who had recently immigrated with their families to Stoney
Creek, Ontario from various regions of former Yugoslavia.
My interest in examining the role of homeland music in the Yugoslavian immigrant experience was triggered by observing a general pattern amongst many
families I knew, and with the women in particular: an insatiable desire to obtain
a home Computer with a CD burner and then spend copious amounts of time
on the internet downloading thousands of songs. Despite differences in culture
(Bosnian, Serbian and Albanian) and life experience, there were significant commonalities in the women’s habits of collecting, selecting, and immersing themselves in music from their homeland. In every case, text was the fırst factor in
selecüng music, and the predominant theme that the women identified as motivating their choices was nostalgia. By exploring the semandc fields at play in the
cause and coping process of nostalgia and by analyzing some of the music itself
from a semiotic perspective, I have sought to gain insight into the role this music
plays in the process of cultural adaptation. This paper draws on theories from
A. Greimas, S. Key, I. Portis-Winner, C. Bryant and M. Bakhtin. The home Computer as an iconic Symbol provides a basis for further reflection because of its
paradoxical role in objecdfying the musical experien.ce while providing the means
for a condnual transference of homeland memories with immediate surroun-

dings.
The English term ‘nostalgia’ (a direct transladon of the Bosnian, Serbian nostalgid) , has had various meanings över time. Based on the definition Greimas delineates in his lexicon of nostalgia, the word refers to a State of “ melancholy due
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longing’ arising from a “disjunction with an object of value”
(Greimas 1990: 170). The aspect of causality in this defınition infers an indexical
State of emotion. Greimas identifies three objects of value which are separated
from the subject in space and time. The women identified the fırst two - a nahve
land and past experiences - by listing their longings for family members, country,
community, and their way of life.
However, because the objects longed for do not actually exist in the present,
they must be detemporalized. In this way the past is ‘made’ present. Greimas also
points out the durative aspect of this process, leading to the question: how can
an individual cope with such ongoing distress of great magnitude? I suggest that
the aesthe ücizahon of past experience which is pulled into the present so that it
is experienced ‘as if ’ it were present, is a process most effectively embodied in
the phenomenon which occurs when immigrants listen to their homeland music.
The present is in this way beautified and made endurable.
An awareness of both pain and beauty comprise the bittersweet emohons
Susan Key States are “stimulated by the contemplaüon of something lost to the
[subject], juxtaposing an idealized past and an alien present” (Key 1995: 146). A
"far past’ and a ‘near present’ are also terms she uses interchangeably with the
‘idealized’ and the ‘alien’, which correspond with the separation which occurs in
both üme and space. Certainly the ‘host-land’ for the immigrant is both near and
alien.
irene Portis-Winner applies Uspensky’s concept of historical perception to
explain this process in her book , Semiotics of Peasants in Transition (Portis-Winner
2002). She explains how the reversal along the temporal axis where real events
of the past are conceptualized in the present is caused by a semantic dominant.
In the case of nostalgia, there are actually two areas of suppression. In essence,
the semantic field of an alien (near) present is suppressed by an accepted (far)
past. However, the actual past is all-inclusive. It includes not only the events preferable to the nostalgic memory but ali which surrounds them. That which is peripheral, irrelevant or contrary to the ideal is suppressed. Instead, an extraction
is selected, representing the idealized past (Figü re 1.1). I propose that two processes occur in the production of this semantic dominant. First, the extraction
is imbued with meaning or value, ‘making precious’ that which was merely dear.
Secondly, an aestheticization takes place, ‘making gorgeous’ that which was previously only beautiful or attractive. Likewise, the rejected present is suppressed
by the semantic dominant of the idealized past (Figü re 1.2).
to an ‘obsessive
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While the hoşt country may represent a new beginning, the difficulty of transitioning into an alien present signifies the ending of a known past. Emigration
enacts an ending, making a sharp distinction between past and present. The historical perspective from which immigrants view their past experience may likewise
be seen as an attempt to, in Cedric Bryant’s words, “create order out of the welter
of experiences that shape [their] collective existence” (1999: 97) , and reconstruct
an acceptable ending.
An ending is understood, Bryant claims, in terms of its relationship to middles
and beginnings. Similarly, Paul Ricoeur explains how a narrator’s perspective must
be understood through a ‘retrospective glance’ throughout the work , because a
conclusion must always be acceptable in relation to what has preceded it (Ricoeur
1981: 277). The distributional cohesion of various episodes throughout the narrative is what brings ultimate significance to the ending (Bryant 1999).
Levi-Strauss and later Roland Barthes, deal with narrative contiguity in a similar
fashion. Levi-Strauss alludes to the musical score in claiming that a narrative must
be apprehended as a totality rather than as a continuous sequence. He claims that
basic meaning is conveyed by ‘bundles of events’ rather than by sequences (LeviStrauss 1978: 45). These discursive elements (or, ‘bundles* of meaning) traverse
the narrative (Barthes 1988: 103), producing a cohesive, presentational form. Listening to music involves a similar experience. We listen from beginning to end, but
pleasure would not be experienced without recollection of what was heard previously, and in this we remain conscious of the totality of the music (Levi-Strauss
1978). This may also be likened to the experience of nostalgia. Appreciation for
past recollections is heightened by comparison with the present’s emptiness. Through an immersion into a recalled past, transcendence takes place and the present
can be thus enjoyed.
In the music listening experience, . a pleasurable medium embodies beautified
recollections which transcend the painful present. Appreciation and understanding
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take place on several overlapping levels. One example is Bakhtin’s concept of ‘double-voicing’, where an informant (in this case a singer) speaks authorially and the
listener projects his or her own interpretation on the words (or lyrics) (Portis-Winner 2002). The nostalgic listener of a piece of homeland music may relate to the
song from his or her own personal and individual, or national and collective experience.
During the activity of listening to nostalgic music, the singer’s life experience
often becomes a Symbol of the listener’s own experience. This may also be projected into a cultural, communal experience. However, the reverse may also happen.
The listener may actually replace the pain of his or her own experience with that
of the singer’s expressed pain, possibly combining this with the associations of
communal experience. In understanding the singer’s experience in relation to one’s
own (and vice-versa) , both projection and idendfication take place. By imagining
the two experiences as being one and the same at the personal level, the experience
is objectified from reality into Symbol and suffering is diminished. By making it
into a shared experience, isoladon is absolved (Figures 2.1 and 2.2).
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More has been said so far about the organization of text than of music. This
may be fitting in the immigrant experience since those interviewed placed text as
their highest priority in song selection. I suggest that the music in these songs is
arranged in service to the text, and that the combination effectively embodies the
nostalgic experience. Structural theory regarding narrative, therefore, can provide
an fffective structural methodology to model the structure of the nostalgic song.
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The structure of modem songs from the Balkan regions is similar in both genres, and fits the typical Western pattern in which several verses are interspersed
with a repeated refrain. The earlier South Slavic balladry of oral tradition was through-composed , with a text revolving around a single episode of conflict that represents an emotional Central point (Finnegan 1977; Vidan 2003). The refrain of
today can be seen as representing this emotional centre. It is where the narrator’s
perspective is clearest as its recurrence through the narrative development of the
stanzas provides a ‘retrospective back-glance’, constantly shedding light on the
stanzas’ meaning and reconfirming the main emotional basis. The refrain ahvays
concludes the song, but as a recurring ending which follows each stanza, relating
‘middles’ and ‘beginnings’ into a recurring ending which follows each stanza and
bringing ali into a cohesive whole.
Like their textual complements, the musical units of stanzas and refrains are
presentational units of meaning, comprised of many discursive smaller ‘bundles’
which are filled with associative and connotative meanings as they refer to one
another in melodi c repetition, variation and transposition. As in the narrative, meaning ‘traverses’ musical structure and ‘everything .. . signifies’, no matter how tenuous its link to the story (Barthes 1988: 102-104). In dealing with a song purposed
toward an emotive, rather than tale-based expression, ali signifıcadons must contribute toward the synthesis of syntactic elements which build the emotional experience. Even instrumental motifs and episodic sections (such as those which
introduce the song or are found in the bridge sections between stanzas) , are highly
indexical, for instance, as they preface, repeat , and develop melodic material. Thus,
as a complex but cohesive unit, the nostalgic song can effectively represent and
actualize the phenomenon of immigrant nostalgic experience both textually and
musically, structurally and emotively.
Dino Merlin and Da se Kuci Vratim
Music of mass popularity in former Yugoslavia generally fits into two broad
categories: pop (gabavna) and folk (narodnâ) . Folk may have the most songs with
nostalgic themes, and it is by far the most popular amongst those interviewed, but
pop music also has a substantial representation of nostalgic pieces. Dino Merlin
has been the pop icon of Sarajevo from the time of its four-year siege in the early
1990s and aftenvard. While many Bosnians fled and emigrated , he remained in Sarajevo and has thus become a Symbol of loyalty to his nation. Merlin sings this
song - one extremely popular amongst North American immigrants — in the fırst
person as though he himself were a refiıgee.
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Da Se Kuci Vratim (To Return Home)
May I God , live just one more day?
Just önce the sun in my room to see?
May I the river follow from its spring
Honourably every sin to pay for
May I God, live just one more day?

What tonight can comfort me?
One more dawn arises without a loved one’s smile
Can a nest be found for the bird ,
Can a home be found for the refugee,
Can I God, live just one more day?
(Refrain)
[For] home to return
There, less is my pain
There someone awaits me
There someone stili loves me
In Bosnia to return
That my pain diminish
Easier it is without fortune
Than without a home...

Ha la la la la la laj . . . (ete.)
The wordless bridge seetion sung on the syllables, ‘ha la la la la la laj’ emphasizes
nostalgia’s bittersweet mix of emotions. It is at this point, for example, that a group
of listeners may throw their arms into the air, looking upward during the first rising
melodic line and then downward as the ü ne descends, smiling wryly as they dance.
The meaningless syllables carry as much associative semantic weight as do purely
instrumental episodes. Memories have been evoked, emotions have been aroused;
perhaps words are at this point impossible. The sad reality which plagues so many
of the refugees that ‘fortune’ may be found abroad but the absence of home
and that which is dear is a poor substitute — has already been verbally expressed.
They will dance, they will sing, but there is a sorrowful resignation. The beauty of
home has been recalled and it is not here, not in Canada, and not in the present,
but there is stili a sense of hope in recalling the memory, for while there is memory,
the eherished past stili has a degree of existence. There may be comfort too, that

—
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ali who have left, are ‘in this together’. Each one has his or her own specific images
of home to recall, and in the empty syllables, no one person’s experience differs
from that of another’s. Ali the memories sung, and ali those unsung, join together
in the collective consciousness of a communal experience, and there is comfort in
this. The song acts as a catharsis of the painful experience and emotions and transcends them.

Aca Lukas and Licna Karta (Identity card)
Aca Lukas is a Serbian from Belgrade who is known throughout the republic
as one devotedly patriotic. He performs predominandy in Serbia although his music
enjoys widespread popularity. As a result of his iconic identity with the Serbian people, his songs carry an extra semantic level to the text. The sentiments in the lyrics,
which are sung as if from his own personal experience, can be shared especially
by the people since he is considered nal (one of us). While this particular song is
overdy of romantic loss, several levels of identification occur that are evident in
the immigrant listener’s experience.
The song is directed toward an ‘old love’ whom the male singer has lost, but
who has succeeded tremendously in life from the time of their separation (refer
to Appendix for lyrics). The singer can scarcely believe that she is the same woman
because she has become so exceptionally beautiful and happy endrely without him
although he had believed that she would fail. Not only so, he is shocked that she
is completely oblivious to him and that no mark of his previous contact with her
is evident in her present life or being. In many ways, this parallels the relationship
between the people of the homeland who remain, and those who have emigrated
for a better life. Some who are unable to leave, jealously warn that those who leave
will meet only with misery away from their homeland . The fast-paced life and material opportunities of the new world ‘transform’ the new immigrants who lack
time for their past friends and relatives, and whose photos of homes and vehicles
dazzle those in the home country. A sense of betrayal is felt by many who have
been ‘abandoned’ and a sense of guilt is experienced by those who have left. immigrant listeners can identify with the successful woman who has left and brought
pain to loved ones. At the same time, homesickness brings pain and a sense of incredible loss to immigrants. The new world does not offer emotionally that which
they önce knew, and they identify with the singer’s anguish. This double layer of
projection and identification powerfully charges the emotive listening experience.
In the song, Ucna Karta, many of the melodic motifs are contoured so as to closely
reflect the sentiment of the words and the singer uses this to his advantage. His
opening cO-o-o-oh presents a strong, material relationship between inner pain and
?
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its utterance. There is a slightly upward slide into his utterance as a cry or groan
of pain, and an exhalation of air at its close, resembling a gasp of despair. The ornament which brings the utterance to its end marks the folk style and is also used
as a semantic indicator of emotional intensity. The opening question, “Is that you?”
has an immediate double meaning, as the listener asks him or herself, “Is that me?”.
The first few phrases have an unfinished, almost rising qua]ity, but the third üne,
“And I said you wouldn’t succeed” has a definitely downward sensation by ending
on the tonic G, as if in depreş sion. The piece makes frequent use of instrumental
melodies which repeat and vary the short melodic phrases sung by the singer. In
these few opening lines, the singer appears so overcome with emotion that he is
able to word his ques üons in only short snatches, and the instrumental activity in
between provides the necessary break, emphasizing the preceding emotion, and

anticipating that which is to come.
An immediate alteration in the singer’s mood with the words, “With me you’d
sorrow, and age in poverty” is underscored with forceful chords that reflect a cultural tendency toward male domination. He would keep her in poverty with himself. However, as he reflects on her present beauty, both his voice and the
synthesized instrumentation gradually take on a softer timbre and the accompaniment becomes smooth and tranquil. The touch has a more culturally Teminine’
quality as focus shifts to the woman. The melody rises and lingers with the words,
“And you look like a wonder”, as if the singer is in a State of wonder himself.
The various images are disjointed by referring both to past and present, in
mood, and in melodic and rhythmic space, but form a cohesive presentation of
one primary sentiment loss. He has lost his hold on a woman who has only benef ıted as a result. The refrain focuses stricdy on the singer’s anguish. The first
words, “And I —” cali attention to the singer against the introduction’s context. The
accompaniment is reduced to a tremolo which says nothing melodically but retains
the tension. Then the male angst is poured forward with aggressive, culturally established images. The lover goes throughout the town cafe- bars, throwing and
shattering glasses, bleeding and looking for a wall against which to smash his head.
These severe, but culturally conventional male expressions of deep distress, present
images of wine flowing like blood in place of tears, and glass breaking just like
the broken heart. The smashing of a wine botde or glasses is a physical and visual
representation of the outpouring of sorrow and the brokenness of one’s spirit
and hopes. Likewise, there is almost a material contact between the music, textual
images, and emotions. The öpen tonic sounds almost primal as it is heavily sounded
in the bass, accompanying the depicted blows and crashes of the text.
Accompaniment in the second part of the refrain uses Turkish arabesque
rhythms and synthesized instrumental effects, in an iconic reference to the music

—
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played from the type of cafe-bars he is desperately wandering through. He is lost ,
like the refugee ‘ahead’, ‘behind’, he has no place to go. He has lost even his own
identity, for ali he can think about is that which he has lost.
After the singer’s admission of complete desperation, there is a bridge of laj
laf s which have a bittersweet quality. As if trying to drown ali in a pretence of happiness, he ‘manages’ to sing four laf s, but breaks off as one’s voice does under
overwhelming emotion, and the instrumentation must complete the phrase for
him.
The text and music in the second stanza reinforce the overall presentation of
the first verse in style and content , as does the reiteradon of the refrain. However,
there is change at the second interlude of “laj lajV’. An embellishing tsifteteli drumfill intensifies the beat, and the lyric’s placement causes a slower feel as the meter
changes from duple to triple. Now he sings ponderously, as with the heaviness of
sorrow and resignation. There is no longer an attempt to flower the melody with
instrumentation; there is no more dance. As painful as the song is, there is a sense
of completion in its symmetry and the wholeness of the experience. A rapid scale
runs forcefully upward at the end of the piece with a final flourish. As much as
the listener has been able to transfer his or her own pain into the experience of
the singer, there is the fıniteness of a beginning and end , and with the finality of
song, the experience likewise comes to an end. The State of on-going emotions
has been released in the expression of a durative, but finite Symbol.
Transference in this song is made in identifying the woman with the homeland.
The singer portrays a truly ‘obsesşive’ longing for the woman as the valued object
he has lost, like the homeland for which the immigrant pines in the song. The sentiment is the same and so identification with the singer’s emotions is possible.
However, in this particular song, current anguish is the emotive centre and the past
is not aestheticized. Stili, it is valued. The beauty and success of the present are
suppressed as the valued past takes the dominant semantic function. Dismal as the
past was, in it , the lover had his woman!
Might not these strong senses of loss (both the personal, and the projected) ,
however, increase the pain of the present? Despite the mixed emotions, listeners
revel in this piece. Of course, a large part of this is due to both the familiarity and
aesthetic pleasure the listeners derive from the narodna (folk) style of homeland
music. Secondly, identification with the singer and a cultural, collective experience
dispels the sense of aloneness and homesickness in the alien culture. If nostalgia
is to be a healing process, some pleasure from the past must be able to suppress
the pain of present loss. Moreover, if an entire repertoire is to encompass the various representations of complex sentiments and experience, it will likely include

—
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quite a mixture. Access to just such a repertoire is made possible by the home
Computer and downloading from the internet.
The f ıxation of many families on obtaining a home Computer shortly after arriving in Canada with the express purpose of obtaining homeland music suggests
that the Computer has a very symbolic function for them. One way of understanding the computer’s role is to understand it as a chronotope. The term refers to
that which is inseparable from time and space. On one level, it operates as “ the
means by which a text represents history” (Theoretical Inroads 1: 2004). The Computer is in this case the means by which music represent past experience. On another level, the chronotope functions as “the relation between images of time and
space in the text out of which any representation of history must be constructed”
(ibid). As discussed earlier, in nostalgia, an idealized past is constructed from the
history of experience. Again, the internet becomes a means by which an idealized
past is constructed through the relation of time and space images. As a chronotope,
the Computer symbolizes the bringing of the homeland into the chost-land’. Another way of understanding the computer’s semantic properties for the immigrants
is by understanding it as an indexical symbol, for a cause and effect process is involved in its usage. The music brings forward familiar memories of the homeland,
flooding consciousness with a sense of the past as if it were present.
There may be two levels of nostalgia occurring by using the home Computer
as a coping mechanism. Bringing the songs into present experience through the
means of a Computer lacks the context by which the music has previously been
delivered. As Jakobson has pointed out, any communication requires a sender, a
receiver, and a means by which a message is delivered (in Portis-Winner 2002: 54).
In most listening events, the singer is the sender, the listener is the receiver, and
the song is the medium of the message or text. Perhaps at a party, the sender is a
hoşt who plays a cassette tape. The company of friends provides a context of
community so that the receiver is a collective body of listeners. In the case of
downloading from the internet, the sender is also the receiver. The sense of community experienced in the process of identification with the nation of one’s homeland , results from projection. Perhaps in this way, downloading homeland music
from the internet is more cathartic and healing than in more traditional listening
contexts because the process is more abstracted. Doubly objectified, the experience
becomes less personal and easier to cope with.
The type and level of abstraction will of course vary with the method of songcollecting. Websites such as nostalgia.com (a telling tide itself!) allow a user to collect
music independendy. Napster was by far the method of choice among the women
I interviewed in 2003 and a virtual community comprised of collectors who shared
that music with one another created an avenue for shared experience.
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The daim was made previously that the symmetry, wholeness, and synthesis of
a song may be a cathartic experience and that this nostalgic experience may transcend pain, acting as a vehicle toward healing in the difficult process of adaptation.
What can be said then, regarding the collection of thousands of songs and the
never-ending playing of them in the home environment? WouId not the entire process reverse and unravel in the open-ended , de-contextualized perpetuation of recalled experience? If a song embodies the experience in a cohesive, f ınite form ,
why continue to tear up emotions the moment they have moved toward healing,
song after song, for hours on end?
To examine this question, it might be useful to follow a community of recent
immigrants and their listening habits concerning homeland music över a process
of time. There is one common mood that. seems to pervade these home settings
however: Home and satisfaction is not here, but through immersion with the music,
I am there where home and satisfaction exist. Perhaps a measure for adaptation
would involve following how tenuous the hold of the following semantic dominants becomes with time: that of the past versus the present in general, and that
of an idealized past versus that which is actual.

Appendix
Aca Lukas: Licna Karta (Identity Card)2
1. O
Is that you ?
Woman before whom ali bow down
And I said you wouldn’t succeed
That with me you’d sorrow
And age in poverty
From that lovely face
Not a shadow will remain
And you, look like a wonder
Lovelier than before
(Refrain)
And I throw down glasses
Throughout the cafes
Bleeding
Looking for a wall on which to smash my head
Ahead , behind , I haven’t anywhere [to go]
[My] identity card is blank
Only your photo remains
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So that when I die, they’ll recognize me by your picture

Is that you?
2. O
Fortune in new love
And I said you wouldn’t succeed
That to forget me
You’d go crazy
And that after [leaving]
My imprint would remain [in you]
You look like a wonder
Stronger than before
(Refrain)
Is that you?
3. O
My past love
What have you done since me?
Are you luckier / happier? Or prettier?
What is that which was reborn
In you, after me?
1. Translation of this pardal text from the Bosnian recorded text (on CD Dino Merlin:
moja bogda snd) into English is my own.
2. Ali English translation (and any inaccuracies thereof ) from the Serbianrecorded
text (on CD Aca Lukas i D %ej) is my own.
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